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SUMMARY: 1. Introduction. – 2. Data protection Regulations. – 2.1 Processing data con-
cerning health in the health context. – 3. Processing data in COVID-19 emercency. – 4. 
Conclusion.

1. In recent months, COVID-19 emergency has generated a series of  

protection rules. An example among the many is represented by the various 

today the collection and use of  data, particularly the ones concerning health, 
are crucial tools for the law enforcement action against the pandemic.

And if  privacy restrictions due to public health protection motifs are 
allowed by the GDPR, along with the Data Protection Code, in accordance 
with the proportionality, precaution and temporariness criteria, it is precisely 
in the framework of  these principles that the provisions and above all the 
exceptions to the data protection system are read.

the limitation of  rights is allowed for the health protection.

pubblic health can go? (1).
While it is crucial to make clear that data protection can in no way be an 
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of  human rights, and notably the rights to privacy and to data protection are 
still applicable. Infact, in this times of  pandemic crisis, it’s important that we 
don’t forget that data protection and privacy laws still apply. 

As recently said by President of  Italian data protection authority, data 
protection is «

-
» (2).

at the center of  public issues (3). 

Data protection principles always allow for balancing the interests at 
stake. General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 sets forth high 
standards for the protection of  personal data which are compatible and rec-
oncilable with other fundamental rights and relevant public interests.

Instead, now is the time to break this line of  thinking and promote the 
idea that it’s not “public health or privacy”, it’s “public health and privacy” (4).

The principles enshrined in several international and national instru-
ments cannot be suspended but only restricted in a lawful manner, and so 

This paper analyses the impact of  pandemic may have on protection 
of  the fundamental rights involved and the necessity of  correct balance of  
rights in compliance with European legislation on personal data protection, 
in the attempt to provide some possible solutions for the processing of  per-
sonal data during the emergency.

 (2) A. SORO, , in .
 (3) COUNCIL OF EUROPE, 

 by Alessandra Pierucci, Chair of  the Committee of  Convention 108 
and Jean-Philippe Walter, Data Protection Commissioner of  the Council of  Europe Stras-
bourg, 30 March 2020.

 (4) P. BALBONI (2020),   
. Available: .
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In this prospective, emerges the importance of  the relationship between 

and criteria that consider the human being at the center of  the technological 
revolution (5). 

2. To understand the legal issues behind the collection and utilization, 
and more general the processing, of  personal data in an emergency context, 

to the underlying ethical and biolegal principles.
As it’s well known, the right to the protection of  personal data is a fun-

damental individual right in accordance with the art. 8 of  EU Charter (6) and 
art. 16 of  TFUE (7) as well as with the Convention of  Straburgo (hereinafter 
referred to as “Convention 108”) (8).

At present, it’s regulated, in particular, by Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of  the 
European Parliament and of  the Council of  27th April 2016 on the protec-
tion of  natural persons with regard to the processing of  personal data and on 

 (5) A. BOMPIANI, A. LORETI BEGHÈ, L. MARINI, 
, Torino, 2001, p. 44.

 (6) Art 8, Charter of  fundamental rights of  the European Union «

».
 (7) Art. 16, Treaty on the functioning of  the European Union «

».
 (8) COUNCIL OF EUROPE, 

, Strasbourg, 28 January 1981, n. 108.
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the free movement of  such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General 
Data Protection Regulation) as well as by various other Italian and Interna-
tional regulatory acts and by Code of  personal data protection as supplement-
ed and amended by Decreto legislativo 10 agosto 2018, n. 101 on provisions 
to adjust national with General Data Protection Regulation (EU).

For the purposes of  this Regulation “ ” means any informa-
; an 

to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social 
identity of  that natural person (9). 

The art. 5 foresees principles relating to processing of  personal data. 
These are: (a) lawfulness, fairness and transparency – 

; 
(b) purpose limitation – 

-

; (c) data minimisation – 

; (d) accuracy –  

; (e) storage limitation – 

 (9) See art. 4, § 1 of  GDPR.
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; (f)  – 

; (g) 
accountability – -

   (10).
Concerning to lawfulness of  processing, the regulation states any pro-

cessing of  personal data must be based on a valid legal basis. The legal basis 

processing operation.
The lawful bases for processing are set out in Article 6 of  the GDPR. At 

least one of  these must apply whenever you process personal data: (a) Con-
sent: the individual has given clear consent for you to process their personal 

performance of  a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take 
steps at the request of  the data subject prior to entering into a contract. (c) 
Legal obligation: the processing is necessary to comply with the law. (d) Vital 
interests: the processing is necessary to protect someone’s life. (e) Public task: 
the processing is necessary to perform a task in the public interest or in the 

(f) Legitimate interests: the processing is necessary to legitimate interests or 
the legitimate interests of  a third party, unless there is a good reason to protect 
the individual’s personal data which overrides those legitimate interests.

Regarding the processing of  special categories of  personal data – among 
which are included data concerning health – in general shall be prohibited 
(art. 9, § 1 GDPR) unless there are one of  the conditions indicated in § 2 
of  same article. 

 (10) Art. 24, § 1 GDPR «Taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes 
of  processing as well as the risks of  varying likelihood and severity for the rights and free-
doms of  natural persons, the controller shall implement appropriate technical and organ-
isational measures to ensure and to be able to demonstrate that processing is performed 
in accordance with this Regulation. Those measures shall be reviewed and updated where 
necessary».
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2.1. The general prohibition of  processing special categories of  data, in-
cluding health data, allows for some exceptions, which make the processing 
of  such data lawful.

The conditions for processing special category data are an  
of  data subject(a) (11); processing is necessary for the purposes of  carrying 

 law 
in so far as it is authorised by Union or Member State law or a collective 
agreement pursuant to Member State law providing for appropriate safe-
guards for the fundamental rights and the interests of  the data subject (b); 

 where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of  giving 
consent (c);  when processing is carried out in the course of  
its legitimate activities with appropriate safeguards by a foundation, associa-

or trade union aim and on condition that the processing relates solely to the 
members or to former members of  the body or to persons who have regular 
contact with it in connection with its purposes and that the personal data 
are not disclosed outside that body without the consent of  the data subject 
(d); (e); in case of  (f); with 
a basis in law the purposes referred to (g); 

(h); (i); (j).

 (11) According to art. 7 GDPR, «Where processing is based on consent, the controller 
shall be able to demonstrate that the data subject has consented to processing of  his or her 
personal data. If  the data subject’s consent is given in the context of  a written declaration 
which also concerns other matters, the request for consent shall be presented in a manner 
which is clearly distinguishable from the other matters, in an intelligible and easily accessible 
form, using clear and plain language. Any part of  such a declaration which constitutes an 
infringement of  this Regulation shall not be binding. The data subject shall have the right 
to withdraw his or her consent at any time. The withdrawal of  consent shall not affect the 
lawfulness of  processing based on consent before its withdrawal. Prior to giving consent, 
the data subject shall be informed thereof. It shall be as easy to withdraw as to give consent. 
When assessing whether consent is freely given, utmost account shall be taken of  whether, 
inter alia, the performance of  a contract, including the provision of  a service, is conditional 
on consent to the processing of  personal data that is not necessary for the performance 
of  that contract».
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It is therefore evident that the exceptions of  these conditions are re-
ferred to g)  on the basis of  Union or Mem-
ber State law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the 

measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and the interests of  the data 
subject; h)  for the purposes of  preventive or occupation-
al medicine, for the assessment of  the working capacity of  the employee, 
medical diagnosis, the provision of  health or social care or treatment or the 
management of  health or social care systems and services on the basis of  
Union or Member State law or pursuant to contract with a health profes-
sional; i) such as protecting against serious cross-border threats 
to health or ensuring high standards of  quality and safety of  health care and 
of  medicinal products or medical devices, on the basis of  Union or Member 

rights and freedoms of  the data subject, in particular professional secrecy (12).
-

ried out by a health professional subject to the obligation of  professional 
secrecy (or other person subject to the obligation of  secrecy), do not require 
the consent of  the data subject.

According to principle of  transparency [art. 5, § 1, lett. ] the controller 
shall take appropriate measures to provide any information and communi-
cation under relating to processing to the data subject in a concise, trans-
parent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language, 

 (12) See also Recital n. 54: «The processing of  special categories of  personal data may 
be necessary for reasons of  public interest in the areas of  public health without consent 

so as to protect the rights and freedoms of  natural persons. In that context, ‘public health’ 
-

liament and of  the Council (1), namely all elements related to health, namely health status, 
including morbidity and disability, the determinants having an effect on that health status, 
health care needs, resources allocated to health care, the provision of, and universal access 

Such processing of  data concerning health for reasons of  public interest should not result 
in personal data being processed for other purposes by third parties such as employers or 
insurance and banking companies».
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-
formation shall be provided in writing, or by other means, including, where 
appropriate, by electronic means. When requested by the data subject, the 
information may be provided orally, provided that the identity of  the data 
subject is proven by other means.

to these information, the controller shall, at the time when personal data 
are obtained, provide the data subject with the information necessary to 
ensure fair and transparent processing the period for which the personal 
data will be stored, or if  that is not possible, the criteria used to determine 
that period.

For public bodies, the records of  processing activities and the designa-

scale processing are mandatory.

December 2016 as last revised and adopted on 5 April 2017, data processing 
of  patients within a private hospital, nursing home or any extended care unit 
has also to be considered as large-scale data processing (13).

3. In the health emergency situation, such as the current one, the data 
processing activity falls within the hypothesis under art. 9, § 2, lett.  of  
the GDPR, which, as seen in the previous paragraph, allows exceptions to 
the general prohibition of  processing particular categories of  data when 

.
In addition, it is important to specify that, as in other matters, the manage-

ment of  personal data has been the subject of  several regulatory measures that 

 (13) ARTICLE 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY, 
, Brussels, on 13 December 2016 as last revised and adopted on 5 April 2017, in 

.
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has led to the adoption of  emergency measures that have either established re-
visions of  former determinations, or provided de novo rules or guidelines for 
other circumstances in this continuously evolving scenario. In particolar, as far 
as this is concerned, it is worth nothing that ruling the ordinanza by the Chief  
of  Civil Protection Department (O.C.D.P.C.) n. 630, on February 3, 2020, in 
conformity with the indications from the Data Protection Authority (14), has 
established that «

-

-

» (15).

 (14) GARANTE PER LA PROTEZIONE DEI DATI PERSONALI, Provvedimento n. 15 del 2020, 

, 2 febbraio 2020.
 (15) Art. 5, O.C.D.P.C. n. 630, 3 February 2020, 

, G.U. n. 32, 8 February 2020.
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4/2020 and then, after abrogation of  the DL 14/2020 by the art. 1, co. 2, L. 

17-bis of  DL 18/2020 known as “decreto cura Italia”. 
Therefore, the art. 17 of  the DL 18/2020 (as converted in the L. 27/2020) 

-
fective until the end of  the present emergency state). In particular, it rules 
that«

-
-
-

-

-

-
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-

»
Therefore, it is evident that, as far as the health control is concerned, the 

healthy units and health workers, like the prefectures and municipalities, are 
-

ry isolation, whether or not the ultimate end is to restrain spreading of  the 
epidemics. In this regard, the Italian Data Protection Authority has stated 
that «

-

» (16).

in the menagement of  research activity and clinical sperimentation during 

 (16) GARANTE PER LA PROTEZIONE DEI DATI PERSONALI, 
, available: .
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health emergency by ruling that «

-

» (17).
The Italian Data Protection Authority has also provided conclusive state-

-

 (17) Art. 17 DL 17 March 2020, n. 18 as converted in the L. 24 aprile 2020, n. 27, 

, G.U. n. 253, 13 October 2020.
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-

» (18).
It is worth mentioning that the European Data Protection Board has 

adopted on April 21st 2020 the Guidelines 03/2020 related to the process-

context of  the COVID-19 outbreak. These guidelines clearly state that the 

research purposes, and this ruling is applicable even in the actual pandemic 
context. The document also states that it is nevertheless necessary to respect 
the principles declared in the art. 5 of  the GDPR, i.e., art. 6 ruling on the 
lowfulness, and art. 9 dealing about particular categories of  data as well as 
the entire part V of  GDPR relative to the data transfer process. In particular, 
the art. 45 rules that transfer of  the data is allowed in conditions in which 
the Commission has decided that the third-party country, or parts thereof, 
or an International agency warrant a strong enough level of  protection.

-
petent authorities: among others, it has been established that employers meet 
all the necessary requirements publicly issued so as to restrain viral diffusion. 
Also, as related to working by employers, a number of  regulatory measures 

competent authorities in order to set out urgent measures for the contain-
ment and management of  the epidemiological emergency. Accordingly, it 
has been determined that an employer whose activities are not suspended is 
required to comply with the measures for the containment and management 

 (18) GARANTE PER LA PROTEZIONE DEI DATI PERSONALI,  
, available: .
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of  the epidemiological emergency as described in the in the 

 (19). In particular, the aforementioned document 
envisages measurment of  the body temperature of  employees for access 
to the premises of  the organisation as part of  the measures to combat the 
spread of  the virus, which also apply to users, visitors and customers as 
well as to suppliers – where a separate access mode has not been envisaged 
for the latter. Since the measurment of  the body temperature in real time, 
when associated with the data subject’s identity, is an instance of  processing 
of  personal data (Article 4(1), No (2), of  Regulation (EU) 2016/679), it is 
not permitted to record the data relating to the body temperature found; 
conversely, it is permitted to record the fact that the threshold set out in the 
law is exceeded, and recording is also permitted whenever it is necessary to 
document the reasons for refusing access to the workplace - in compliance 
with the principle of  ‘data minimisation’ (Article 5(1)(c) of  the Regulation). 
By contrast, where the body temperature is checked in customers (for ex-
ample, in large department stores) or occasional visitors, it is not, as a rule, 
necessary to record the information on ground of  refusal access even if  the 
temperature is above the threshold indicated in the emergency legislation. 
Under the legislation on the protection of  health and safety at work, the 

of  danger to health and safety at the workplace (20). In this connection, it has 

 (19) All. 12, d.P.C.M. 13 ottobre 2020, 

-
, G.U. n. 253, 13 October 2020.

 (20) See in particular art. 20 T.U.S.L., G.U. n. 180, 5 August 2009: «Ogni lavoratore deve 
prendersi cura della propria salute e sicurezza e di quella delle altre persone presenti sul 
luogo di lavoro, su cui ricadono gli effetti delle sue azioni o omissioni, conformemente 
alla sua formazione, alle istruzioni e ai mezzi forniti dal datore di lavoro. I lavoratori de-
vono in particolare: a) contribuire, insieme al datore di lavoro, ai dirigenti e ai preposti, 
all’adempimento degli obblighi previsti a tutela della salute e sicurezza sui luoghi di lavoro; 
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-
ity in the public administration are bound to report that they come from 
or have been in contact with persons coming from a risk area. Within this 
framework, the employer may invite employees to do so, where necessary, 
through dedicated channels. Among the measures to prevent and contain 
transmission employers are required to act based on the existing regulatory 
framework, that is the prohibition to access the workplace applying to those 
who have been in contact with COVID-19-positive individuals over the past 
14 days or come from risk areas according to WHO indications. To this end, 
also in the light of  the provisions adopted subsequently for the containment 
of  transmission, a declaration regarding the above circumstances may also 
be requested from third parties such as visitors and users. In any case, only 
the necessary, adequate and relevant data will have to be collected in relation 
to the prevention of  the transmission without requesting additional infor-

other details relating to that person’s private sphere.

b) osservare le disposizioni e le istruzioni impartite dal datore di lavoro, dai dirigenti e dai 
-

trezzature di lavoro, le sostanze e le miscele pericolose, i mezzi di trasporto, nonché i dispo-
sitivi di sicurezza; d) utilizzare in modo appropriato i dispositivi di protezione messi a loro 
disposizione; e) segnalare immediatamente al datore di lavoro, al dirigente o al preposto le 

condizione di pericolo di cui vengano a conoscenza, adoperandosi direttamente, in caso 
di urgenza, nell’ambito delle proprie competenze e possibilità e fatto salvo l’obbligo di cui 
alla lettera f) per eliminare o ridurre le situazioni di pericolo grave e incombente, dandone 

autorizzazione i dispositivi di sicurezza o di segnalazione o di controllo; g) non compiere 
di propria iniziativa operazioni o manovre che non sono di loro competenza ovvero che 
possono compromettere la sicurezza propria o di altri lavoratori; h) partecipare ai pro-
grammi di formazione e di addestramento organizzati dal datore di lavoro; i) sottoporsi ai 
controlli sanitari previsti dal presente decreto legislativo o comunque disposti dal medico 
competente. I lavoratori di aziende che svolgono attività in regime di appalto o subappalto, 

generalità del lavoratore e l’indicazione del datore di lavoro. Tale obbligo grava anche in 
capo ai lavoratori autonomi che esercitano direttamente la propria attività nel medesimo 
luogo di lavoro, i quali sono tenuti a provvedervi per proprio conto». 
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regarding contact tracing, this issued has been regulated by a subsequent 
regulatory action, i.e, by a decree (“decreto-legge” 30 aprile 2020, n. 28). 
This action consists of  the creation of  a national COVID alert system 
network, which is usually referred to as contact tracing, stating that «

-

-

-

-

-
» (21).

 (21) Art. 6, § 1, d.l. 30 April 2020, n. 28 as converted in the 25 June 2020, n. 70 (

-

), G.U. n. 162, 29 June 2020.
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4. As per what epitomized above, it is clear that, in the face of  the 
data collection system, individual privacy is preserved as detailed in the 
GDPR. This is due to the fact that, subregulatory measures should not be 

of  large scale communities, the primary objective of  preserving privacy has 
not been derogated in general. This has been reached by a series of  soft-
law (22) measures that do not result in mandatory actions, yet suggest ways 
to combine opposing needs such as those posed by public health issues 
and individual rights as related to preservation of  a person’s health related 
information (23).

On the basis of  the above-mentioned premises, it is clear that right and 
science are tightly interconnected. The language of  science has to be clear 

-
sions. In so doing, the language of  science needs to adopt elements of  pre-
cision and accuracy of  the legal language whereas the right needs to adopt 
a more general view of  the different issues being examined. 

To contrast the episodes of  discrimination and hunting for COVID-19 
infectors, reminiscent of  the episodes of  the plague in Milan as described 
by Manzoni (24), neither fear nor the indiscriminative processing of  personal 
data are required but low and respect of  the fundamental rights. In there, 

prevent and oppose the pandemic according with the principles of  mini-
misation and limitation.

Infact, the EDPB also underlined that that one should not have to 
-

tion of  our fundamental rights: we can achieve both, and moreover data 

 (22) UPUY, , 
Hagu Accademy, Leiden, 1975, pp. 623-627.

 (23) B. PASTORE, , in , 2003, p. 5 ss.
 (24) F.P. MICOZZI, 

, in , Special Issue n. 1, 2020, p. 624.
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the virus. European data protection law allows for the responsible use of  
personal data for health management purposes, while also ensuring that 
individual rights and freedoms are not eroded in the process (25).

On 7 April 2020 the Concil of  Europe has send an information docu-
ment to provided governments with a toolkit for dealing with the present 
unprecedented and massive scale sanitary crisis in a way that respects the 
fundamental values of  democracy, rule of  law and human rights (26). In par-
ticular in this document it remembered that the respect for the rule of  law 
and democratic principles in times of  emergency: principle of  legality, lim-
ited duration of  the regime of  the state of  emergency and of  the emergen-
cy measures, principle of  necessity, the distribution of  powers and checks 
on the executive action during the state of  emergency regime, relevant hu-
man rights standards (right to life, right of  right of  access to health care 
and privacy and data protection). In particular, about data protection it said 
that 

-

-

-

 (25) EDPB, 
, Adopted on 21 April 2020.

 (26) COE, Information Documents SG/Inf(2020)11, -
, 7 April 2020.
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.
In conclusion, ideally, the processing of  personal data to counteract the 

-
tection of  fundamental human rights, such as equality, respect for human 
dignity and equal opportunities.


